A word from the editor
Dear esteemed professors associates, dear readers,
We are together for full twelve years since our
“Sanamed” started coming out. Some with more engagement, some with less, but we are together. The
very fact that we are a team and that our joint work is
marked with quality and success says it is worth it.
There were moments of crisis within our work, but it
referred to financial part only. With the efforts of editors we managed to maintain regular publications.
“Sanamed” is most active at this moment and
this is why we have large number of papers we are
not able to publish immediately after receiving
them. Of course, every paper we receive will be reviewed, processed and published in this or some of
our future publications. Big thanks to all of you who
write and send their work.
Paper writing is not a mere formality. Reading
what is written is even more significant, and to do
something for the science in favor of man and society is primary. This is the knot of an individual, to
prove its worthiness, to dedicate itself to science
and its advancement in it. This is the difference
amongst those that are worthwhile and those that
are sleeping. How would this society survive within
science if there were not for these amazing people?
Some days ago it has been published how in
China prof. He Jiankui changed genes to twin girls
born only a few weeks ago. He explained that he
changed genes even during artificial insemination
and in this way protected embryos from HIV virus.
Although genetic modification in humans is forbidden in most countries, prof. He stated that he gave
the study to one scientific journal for publications,
but he never revealed the name of the journal.
It is not my intent to quote the text in connection to this scientific discovery, but only to admire
those people who by their contribution give the opportunity for confrontation to hardest possible diseases whether this is the area of malignant, infective
diseases or any other problem related to health. Science and ethical board, as well as World Health Organization will give their response on justification

of gene structure modification and to what borders
it is possible to go. However, this and every even the
smallest review of to any research in science, although a small step for humanity it is big for man to remain healthy and prolong a healthy population.
There is nothing brighter and more valuable
than health. Without good health, every lever towards the advancement of society in all segments is
numb. The strength of one country stems from a healthy population that is main engine for all events. It
is true that many countries are poor investors in science, at least when it comes to medical science, but
enthusiasm of individuals encourages us to keep the
pace and every contribution to health gives larger
response to society.
Respected friends, myself and doctors that
work on this journal continue successful work and I
am glad that we are gathered around the same goal
– preservation and promotion of health. Our journal will continue its effort in achieving even higher
quality level.
In the end, I want to congratulate everyone upcoming New Year, with wishes to step into 2019.
with good health, success and blessings.
Avdo Ceranic

